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Main precautions to do baglamukhi sadhna
1.first prepare yourself to do sadhna. It means to do hard work.
2. select a mature Guru and get Diksha.
3. there are two methods of this pious sadhna, first- Dhakshin marg and second Vama marg. In 
these both margs Dakshin marg is understood better because of Vedic method, but it is also said 
that in Kaliyuga Vama marg is better because of early achievements. Hence firstly decide the 
Marg to which you are going to accept.
4. After getting Dhiksha start your Mantra-Japa according to the directions of your Guru.
5. For any Baglamukhi- sadhak it is necessary to use yellow garments, yellow 
Aasan,yellow(Haldi)rosary, yellow chandan(sandal),and yellow Bhog(dishes) in the worship of 
Bhagwati Pitambara.
6. To get Siddhi(kripa of Bhagwati) every one should try to go near Bhagwati by Her worship, 
Hawan & Mantra- Japa, it means Adwet Bhava. (Adwet Bhava stands for that there is no 
difference between you and your Devta).
7.Every Sadhak (Priest or worshipper) should never tease to any Jeeva---any animal, any bird or 
any human. He should never try to do such any work by which anybody hurts or his soul hurts.
8. Bhagwati Bagla is Vashnavi Shakti, so She is understood the Palanhara of the world. Every 
girl, lady is a part of This Mahashakti, so never tease or harash women.A sadhak should always 
respect them like Bhagwati.
               Above all directions are used in both Marga(ways) of Sadhna.These both margs are the 
ways who  carry a Sahak to his last Lakshya(aim)---Moksha.
                But some Sadhak use this Mahavidhya in Kamya-Karm. To do these Karmas one 
should use accurate methods, which are told by his Gurudev. In these Kamya Karmas this 
Mahavidhya is used to kill anybody, atract any body,to make mad like any body , or such like 
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these things. This Mahavidya is mainly used for Stambhan,Ucchatan,Vashikaran etc. To get 
victory in elections & suits this Mahavidhya is highly effected.The enemies of a Bagla-Sadhak 
can not stand before him. They are destroyed like a mosquito. Any Kritya-Prayoga can not stand 
before this Mahavidhya. This Mahavidhya is also said Pervidhya-Grasani. It means any Prayog 
madeby your enemy or done by any other Tantrik can never effect any Bagla-Sadhak. 
                 This Mahavidhya is used in various ways. But one should not use it above mentioned 
methods. You may protect yourself ,but never harm to any one by using the power of This 
greatest Mahavidhya. But by any reason if a Sadhak becomes compell to use these methods, he 
should learn them by his Gurudev.

Baglamukhi sadhna is one of the great achievement in life because when you start doing 
baglamukhi sadhna it is the symbol that you are on the right path of the life that is self 
knowledge or moksha. Hurdles in the path of moksha are kama, krodha, lobha , moha & ahankar. 
These are our internal enemies which can not be killed physically. When you start baglamukhi 
sadhna with no desire of fruit than you will feel that you are becoming more energetic & you are 
getting control on your thoughts because thoughts are first reason to do the good things or bad 
things. You will become what you think. And when you have control over it you can become 
what you want & you will achieve every goal in life.


